
DAY ONE: 1/2A Flexi Duration, 1/2A B/G 
Duration 
 
Since I had the morning range duty shift Mark and 
Vince worked at prepping their models and getting 
their flights in.  The winds were generally calm in 
the mornings then turned breezy by noon.  Vince 
had good luck on Monday, he got in 2 descent 
flights.  However, Mark and I struggled with the 
wind.  Both of Marks flights and my first one were 
DQ’d due to no glide.  I was able to get in one 
qualified flight to receive flight points. 

 
As for boost glider duration, 
the winds took their toll.  The 
best time to fly this event was 
first thing in the morning.  A 
light boost glider has 
difficulty in the wind, as our 
times showed.  All of us were 
able to get in two qualifying 
flights.  I was a bit 
disappointed with the way my 
models fly.  
 

DAY TWO: A Streamer Duration, D Helicopter 
Duration 
 
I really thought we would have a better chance with 
day two’s events, we had flown these events before 
and had good models to compete with.  Again the 
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NARAM-43 
“A Shellback’s 

Report” 
by Alex DeMarco 

 
As you know this year’s NARAM (National 
Association of Rocketry’s Annual Meet) was held 
in Geneseo New York August 4th-10th.  NARAM 
is a weeklong rocket fest with sport flying and 
competitions lasting all week long.  
 
ASTRE members: Patrick & 
Dan Patell, Mark 
Hutchinson, John Sicker, 
Vince Giovannone and I 
participated in various 
activities over the course of 
NARAM. 
 
During the first weekend 
Sport Flying was the things 
to do. 
 
On Sunday night Vince, 
Mark & I Attended the “First Time NARAM 
competitors meeting” followed by the regular 
competitors meeting.  John Viggiano, the NARAM 
43 contest director, discussed the transformation we 
would go through, from being pollywogs to 
shellbacks!  Pollywogs was the term used for 
NARAM newbies, once we completed NARAM we 
would be know as shellbacks.  During these 
meetings the various events were discussed.  The 
do’s and don’ts were laid out.  A range duty chart 
was handed out.  John DeMar discussed the 
tracking station setup, which featured 4 stations as 
opposed to 2, this was done to be able to reliably 
track more flights.  Once the meetings conc luded 
we turned in our Sport Scale entries and R&D 
Reports then prepped for the first competition day.  
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(Continued from page 1) 

wind conditions were the same, calm in the a.m. 
breezy in the afternoon.  
 
We were all able to get in qualified flights for A 
streamer but none of our times were really 
competitive.  
 
Helicopter duration posed an interesting challenge, 
the wind was blowing everything to the corn field.  
So, getting a returned flight would be challenging. 
Mark and I both landed in the corn field on our first 
flights,  they both qualified now we just needed to 
get them back.  I spent about 90 minutes looking for 
mine, Mark was in there for at least an hour.  We 
never did find those models.  So now we had to fly 
again and get them back.  I decided to load my 
model up with the Micro Beacon I had purchased 
from Pratt Hobbies.  By this time the winds had 
changed direction a little bit and were now blowing 
90 degrees across the field, with a little luck our 
models would stay out of the corn.  To maximize the 
time the model would stay over the field so it could 
be easily timed, I angled it into the wind a bit so it 
would deploy left of the contest range and fly over 
head.  The flight was perfect, good boost and rotor 
deployment. Oh NO, THERMAL!  Between the 
thermal and the breezy conditions my model took 
off.  I ran as fast as I could to get a line on it, but lost 
it at the tree line.  Off I trekked in search of the 
model.  I spent a little over an hour looking for it, I 
even went all the way up to the SUNY Geneseo 
campus looking for it, no luck.  Upon returning to 
the house of ASTRE Mark and I discussed the 
situation.  Mark made a good observation, we knew 
the rocket was in the corn, so we had a general area 
that we knew it would be in.  So, we decided to 
concentrate our search there.  Back to the corn I 
went, while Mark prepped his second flight.  Mark 
unfortunately DQ’d on his second flight, so now we 
had to find his first model. 
 
As  Mark was loading up on fluids before heading 
out to join me in the corn, he heard a faint warbling 
sound.  Could it be?  YES!  Someone had returned 
my second flight!  Mark radioed the good news to 
me.. YAHOO! 
 
By this time, most of the flying was done.  Vince 
had a rough time with his model and dq’d because 
the rotors did not deploy.   

 
Children of the Corn 2,  Mark and I spent at least a 
couple hours in the corn looking for his model.  
Returns had to be in by 6 p.m. so we were racing 
against the clock.  The rocket gods were not smiling 
on us, we never found Marks model.  However, I 
found 2 other models, one that belonged to an A 
divisioner and a team entry.  
 
What a day!  
 
DAY THREE:  A Altitude, B Super-Roc Altitude  
 
Having these altitude events was a nice break, we 
didn’t have to worry about chasing down our 
models.  No earth shattering results for us.  We were 
all able to get in qualified flights for these events.  
Mark however, spent a bit too much time in the sun, 
and did not participate in the super-roc event.  He 
crashed at the tent and loaded up on fluids. 
 
Upon returning to the hotel that night I learned that I 
had placed 3rd in D HD and that I had been chosen 
to give an oral presentation of my R&D Report.  
After discussing this with guys, Vince and I headed 
across the street to Kinko's.  I had my 2 charts put on 
to transparencies so I could use them during my 
presentation. Thursday night. 
 
DAY FOUR: C Egg loft Altitude  
 
My nemesis, lofting an egg.  Flying early in the 
morning was the key to success in this event.  The 
model was one that I tested in RockSim.  My first 
flight was perfect, straight up, pop, out came the 
chute. Oh no! Not the corn!  Yup, drifted right into 
the corn.  Luckily it landed right near someone in the 
corn.  But, when I opened the capsule the egg was 
broken, I then realized that I probably did this when 
packing it.  My first flight was 329 meters, well 
above anyone else.  So I prepped it again, adding a 
little more cushion to the egg.  The second flight was 
good as well, and I returned the egg undamaged with 
a height of 320 meters!  My second flight was at 
10:30 a.m. and the height held first place for the day!  
 
Vince flew a Chuck Weiss  designed model for a 
qualified flight.  He thermaled  it away on this 
second flight. 

(Continued on page 4) 
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Editor’s Thermal 

Newsletter goes Quarterly 
 

I bet you all have been wondering what happened to the 
newsletter?  Well, our Editor/Publisher/Senior Advisor Jeff 
Vincent has been suffering from “Rocketry Burnout” and some 
minor health issues, so he has put off the newsletter for more 
important things.  Jeff is starting to feel better and we hope he 
enjoys his editorial rest. 
 
In a way this is a good thing.  No really!  In order for the 
newsletter to survive and grow we need new blood, more 
enthusiasm, and frankly MORE PARTICIPATION! 
 
Everybody’s busy, being pulled in 4 different directions, we 
understand this.  But if we can all commit to putting together at 
least one article per year, that would amount to over 15 articles!  
More than enough for a quarterly newsletter. 
 
The success of a club is representative of the effort put forth.  Our 
club has enjoyed some growth over the past couple of years, it 
would great to continue this growth in the years to come. 
 
Over the coming weeks/months I will be contacting each of you 
individually about articles.  The articles do not have to be huge 
dissertations, one page is plenty.  We’ll take care of the 
formatting.  
 

— Alex DeMarco 

STARDUSTSTARDUST 
Fall 2001 

Volume 15, Number 1 
 

Stardust  is published bimonthly by the  
Albany, Schenectady, Troy Rocket  
Enthusiasts (ASTRE), Section #471 of the 
National Association of Rocketry (NAR). 
You may contact us via: 
 

Jeff Vincent, Box 523, 
Slingerlands, NY 12159 

jvincent@wizvax.net 
 

Alex DeMarco 
244 Madison Ave. East, 
Rensselaer, NY 12144 

demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu 
 

ASTRE Online 
http://www.astre471.org 

 
ASTRE471 on Yahoo Groups 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ASTRE471 
& 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/astreannounce 
 

Newsletter Drones: 
Jeff Vincent & Alex DeMarco. 

 
PDF Pilots and Laser Jockeys: 

Alex DeMarco and Mark Hutchinson. 
 

ASTRE Webgeek: 
Mark Hutchinson. 

Membership News! 
 
A big welcome to our newest members!  Patrick Patell and his son Dan 
joined at our sport launch this past July, and the Goodman Family joined in 
August. 
 
Members who are past due or within 2 months of doing so: 
 
Eades Family                  Expired 4/1/2001 
Fil Fina                              Expired 8/1/2001 
Bob Kelly                          Expired 5/1/2001 
Michael Seaman             Expired 5/1/2001 
Toth Family                      Expired 8/1/2001 
Van Antwerp Family        Expired 4/1/2001 
Dan Wilson                       Expired 8/1/2001 
Dan Wolman                   Expired 5/1/2001 
Chuck Weiss                   Expired 3/1/2001 
 
Please fill out the attached ASTRE Membership Application form in this 
newsletter and mail it off.  Or renew at the next meeting or launch.  Thanks! 

http://www.astre471.org
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ASTRE471
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/astreannounce
mailto:jvincent@acmenet.net
mailto:demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu
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Mark had a rough time DQ’ing on both flights with 
parachute problems.. 
 
Thursday night I gave my oral presentation.  I 
thought it went well.  
 
DAY FIVE: Sport Scale Flying  
 
Friday was really a fun day.  Watching all the finely 
crafted model fly, and crash was neat. 
I am happy to report that all our models qualified!  
My Delta III had a nice flight, and spit out it’s 
satellite perfectly to earn an extra 20 mission points. 
 
Mark and Vince both flew their Black Brant’s.  Both 
were recovered on the field with minimal or no 
damage. 
 
I did pretty darn well at my first NARAM: 
 
D Helicopter Duration: 
3rd Place 
 
C Egg Loft Altitude: 
1st Place 
 
Research and Development: 
3rd Place 
 
NARAM 43 Overall Meet: 
1st Place 
 
2000-2001 Points Standings: 
3rd Place  

Treasury Report Summary 
Submitted by Eric Schadow 
 
March 2001: 
Received Senior Member Renewals ($10.00) from Jeff Vincent, 
Chuck Hemker and John Sicker.  
Cash $105.28  
Checking $44.64 
 
April 2001: 
Deposited Pat Perrella Senior renewal  $10.00 
Deposited Hallenbeck Family Renewal    $15.00 
Deposited Schadow Family Renewal       $15.00 
Deposited $35.00 cash to checking. 

Received $30 from Alex DeMarco as final repayment by 
members for BG kits purchased earlier by ASTRE. Alex had $5 
in mailing expenses. 
 
Current accounts.  
Cash $100.28  
Checking $119.64. 
 
June 2001: 
Received $15.00 cash from Jeff Vincent for return of meet fees. 
Received $15.00 cash for Petrone family membership 
 
July 2001: 
Mark Hutchinson spent $35.52 for three year registration of 
ASTRE471.ORG.  I credited Mark $10.00 for Senior 
membership and reimbursed him with check # 148 for $25.52. 
Deposited $90.00 cash to checking  
Deposited $15.00 Patell Family membership in checking. 
Ending Balances Checking $199.12 - Cash $40.28 

Motor Production Suspended 
Reprinted from Apogee’s website  
 
August 5, 2001 
Effective immediately, all 10.5mm black powder 
motor production at Apogee Components has been 
suspended. Motor production and sales may resume 
at a future time; but that date has no t been 
determined. 
 
Is Apogee Components going out of business? NO. 
Apogee Components is alive and well; and we are 
planning some awesome new products. The 10.5mm 
motors, and the kits that use these motors 
exclusively are the only items we are suspending 
production on. All other items are still available, and 
will be available in the future. 
 
It is only after a great deal of thought and reflection; 
that I am suspending the sales of these motors. It 
was not a decision that I made on a moments notice. 
I've been contemplating this for a long while. 
 
The reason; in simple terms -- I just ran out of 
"time." 
 
Unfortunately, it will be a waste of your time to 
contact me asking for any remaining inventory. I've 
been drawing down my stock of motors for the last 
few weeks, and there isn't anything left. Nothing! 

(Continued on page 5) 
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JP’S 
TRAINS & HOBBIES 

277 Troy Schenectady Rd. 
Latham, NY 12110 

 
(518) 782-0981 

 
Estes � Quest � Aerotech � North Coast 

“You Need It, We’ll Get It” 

(Continued from page 4) 

Not a single motor is available. Please do not call 
our offices asking about the 10.5mm micro 
motors. No additional information is available. 
When I decide to resume production, you can 
find out about it in the Apogee e-zine newsletter. 
 
Also, the production rights to make and sell the 
motors are not for sale. Some day, I hope to 
return the motors to production under the 
Apogee Components label. 
 
Thanks for your time, 
 
Tim Van Milligan 
President, Apogee Components. 

ASTRE Members Achieve 
Level 1! 
 
by Alex DeMarco 

 
Several of ASTRE’s members attained their level 
1 certification this year: 

 
 
 
 
 
Doug Hallenbeck flew his 71 inch 
tall PML Endeavor at Cobleskill 
powered by a 38mm H128 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Patrick Patell flew his North Coast 
Big Brute at NARAM-43 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mark Hutchinson flew 
his PML Matrix at 
NARAM-43 powered by 
a 38mm H123W-M. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alex DeMarco flew (but 
didn’t see) his Aerotech 
Sumo at NARAM-43 
powered by a 29mm 
H180 
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R is for Rocket! 
 
by Alex DeMarco 
 
Now that my 5 year old has entered the educational 
process we have enjoyed working with her on that time 
honored tradition known as HOMEWORK.  Yup, even 
kindergartener's get homework.  Each week her class 
works on a letter of the alphabet, they have to practice 
writing the letter several times each day and bring in 
items that begin with that letter.  
 
One of the letters of the week was R.  I was very happy 
to hear that Marie had decided to make a rocket, and 
bring it to class.  She gathered up some paper and a ton 
of scotch tape, she rolled, folded, taped and folded again.   
 
She did a great job! 
 
So naturally I thought it would be a great idea if I gave a 
little talk to her class about model rockets.  I emailed her 
teacher, who agreed. 
 
I gathered up the following items: 
 
Estes Astron 
Estes Super Big Bertha 
Estes Orbital Transport  
Centuri Mach 10 
Custom Rockets “Dynamic Carrier”.  It's my daughters 
favorite, because it’s painted yellow.  
12" Nylon Parachute 
50" Nylon Parachute (from my level 1 project) 
 
Upon surfing the net, I found several coloring pages 
depicting a now typical flight of the space shuttle to the 
International Space Station and back. I made a packet for 
each of the students to take home with them. 
 
I thought I was in trouble when the first words I heard 
upon entering the classroom were, "Cool, are we going to 
blow something up?". I dashed that little ones hopes by 
informing the class that there would be no explosions 
during my presentation. 
 
I started off asking the kids if they had any hobbies, I 
gave examples of various hobbies, which prompted an 
immediate response from several students. I explained 
why it's good to have a hobby.  We discussed the letter 
R.  I quizzed the students as to why they thought R was 
my favorite letter. 
 
Guess what?  They all got it right. R is for ROCKETS! 
 
Each rocket I displayed evoked a different reaction:  
"Wow", "Cool", "Let's launch it", "Can we blow it up?".  
They were able to pick out which rocket was Marie’s 

favorite! I was amazed!  I passed around the Astron for 
everyone to touch.  I explained generally how the rockets 
work.  This lead me in to showing the parachutes, they 
really liked the 50" chute.  
 
In closing we talked again about hobbies, about going to 
the library to read up on rockets, and learn about other 
hobbies.  Then we talked about the space shuttle and the 
space station.  We even discussed how an astronaut 
walked on the moon!  I passed out the packets of coloring 
pages, and said goodbye.  
 
Kids at that age are like sponges.  As long as the parents 
feed them the right information and nurture them down 
the proper paths in life, there potential on earth and in 
space is limitless.. 

“Puffy” 
the Road 
Kill 
Raccoon 
by Alex 
DeMarco 
 

Puffy was on the shoulder of 390 North as we 
headed back to the motel and had his arms 
amusingly outstretched. It seemed like 
towards the end of the week he got so inflated 
that the poor little guy exploded. It’s really 
funny that for many people this will be a 
lasting memory of NARAM 43. 
 
See what you missed? 

Doug learns the hard way that pogosticks 
and rocket boosters just don’t mix. 
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 Memories of NARAM 43 
by Peter Alway, reprinted with permission 
 
NARAM 43. August 2001. Helicopter day.  I think 
it was Wednesday, same as streamer day, but it 
all ran together then, as it runs together now.  
I'll pretend it was streamer day.  Bob was on 
early range duty; I was hunkered down under the 
big contestant's tent.  People really need to 
learn to prep under the communal contestants 
tent or you miss meeting your fellow rocket 
nerds.  There's always more room under there. 
 
Anyway Bob, my fellow Bumbling Brother has been 
getting serious about too many events, but he 
has conceded A streamer duration (or was it 
half A--it all runs together in the 95-degree 
heat.  Marc Mc Reynolds, fellow Sport Scale 
judge mucks us Northerners for whining about 
the heat. "I was watching the weather report, 
and they're coming out with all these 'heat 
advisories' proclaiming 'it's too late to save 
us, but save yourselves!  Don't leave the 
house' while I'm thinking 'what a pleasant day 
for a stroll." But my brains were toast by 
10:00 AM.  I guess it helped that I was running 
on 6 hours of sleep a night when I really need 
9) to the streamer geeks.  There are guys out 
there who can make a streamer hang up in the 
sky precisely the way a brick doesn't, and we 
aren't those guys.  So finally I get to fly a 
couple scale models.  A little Black Brant VB 
and my wacky von Braun A-3.  Rocket goes up...
rocket comes down.  Rocket goes up...rocket 
goes down.  To be fair, the Black Brant 
actually caught some air with the streamer--one 
of those  
spiffy stiff contest streamers that Bob had 
picked up at a Lauench Cruee (following the 
practice of transliterating a u with an umlaut 
(a pair of dots on top) to a ue) launch--and 
was kind of fun to watch. 
 
Anyway, Bob comes off duty from data reduction-
-NARAM range duty for a guy often turns into an 
annual tradition, I've noticed.  Bob likes data 
reduction because it's both geeky and shady.  I 
like scale judging because it's scaley and 
because each year I forget that I'll end up on 
field duty all Friday, and I think of it as 
air-conditioned duty.  People who enjoy 
chatting with people all day to check-in.  Hmm.  
Someone could probably do a personality profile 
for each range duty and make it oh-so ROTFLMAO 
funny (not that I ever understood why throwing 
up on Chairman Mao was comical.  At least he's 
dead now, so it shouldn't bother him). 
 
Where was I?  Oh, yeah.  D Helicopter.  
Basically this is Bob (again this is my 
Bumbling Brothers teammate Bob Alway, not Bob 
Kaplow, who would probably be the one to write 
the oh-so-witty range duty personality post 
complete with pictures of NAR celebrities that 
I don't know but whose names ring a bell from 
the previous century pasted to rockets) 

territory.  He's got a theory that we can put up a 
model that won't win in its own right, but there 
are enough crashes in the event that we stand a 
paraffin ball's chance in heck of getting a 
trophy.  My job is to look at the model on the pad 
and say "is that rubber band supposed to be 
wrapped around all the rotors like that?"  I can't 
help but notice the nose of this thing looks 
exactly like a Polaris A-1 missile.  Anyway Bob 
rigs it and we march out to the pad. 
 
I ask him what all the rubber bands and strings 
are doing there and he assures me that they are 
all supposed to be there.  He waves the paddle, 
and whoosh, the mighty D12-5 lofts it in to the 
miserable hot sky that makes a joke of blue being 
a "cool" color.  The model uses a backslider 
trick--a port on one side of the nose that kicks 
the model around at ejection, insuring a tail-
first autorotation.  Oops, did I give away our 
contest strategy? 
 
I offer to chase this one, just to stretch my 
cranky 41-year-old-man legs, as it heads toward 
the beans.  This is good, because ten degrees less 
in azimuth is the dreaded cornfield. 
 
All you folks who've never been to a NARAM, 
there's a minor detail--as minor as Puffy the 
Roadkill Raccoon--that has to appear in your 
mental movie of NARAM.  Like ants waking up and 
down their little formic acid trail, rocketeers 
walk up and down a wider and less dense trail 
downwind from the contest range.  Above the trail 
will be one or two, or even a half-dozen drifting 
rockets.  On earth are people chasing those 
rockets, searching for rockets on the ground, 
picking up rockets--it's good form to pick up 
other people's rockets if it's not obvious the 
owners are going to find them straight off--and 
walking back to the range head.   
 
I join the trail, straight through what I believe 
to be freshly harvested beans--damn suburban boy 
doesn't have street smarts or basic horse sense, 
so I have to stick to the nerd's life--some planty 
crop, anyway, and there's Bob's helicopter model, 
decked out in his favorite red-green colorblind 
color, that hideous fluorescent chartreuse puke 
green that my brothers who inherited that gene 
call yellow. 
 
I follow the ant trail back, actually following 
rows and a dirt drive alongside the corn field.  I 
see a helicopter model coming my way.  I hadn't 
noticed the ant trail shifting toward the corn, 
but I could see this model had a fifty-fifty 
chance of hitting the corn field. 
 
My brother tells me of the newbie rocketeer in his 
club in Southwest Michigan (SMASH) excitedly 
describing a new prospect for a flying field: 
"It's great--nothing but corn fields for miles 
around!"  I think Rod Serling had a better 
understanding in his "Twilight Zone" episode where 
Bill Mumy played an omnipotent spoiled brat who 
kept his small town in a state of horror.  
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 good."  If a person or thing displeased him, he 
would "wish it away into the corn field." A 
rocketeer appreciates a cornfield as oblivion. 
 
So I figured I'd better get a line on this 
helicopter for whoever, and stood by to watch 
it land.  It hit the corn, but I was actually 
able to make it out through the foliage.  I had 
my Goddard A-3 model handy (Flown in ping-pong-
ball spot landing a few minutes earlier--they 
never announced the results at the banquet.  
Anybody know how it turned out?), and figured 
I'd use it as a pointer if I had to get back to 
the range for our second helicopter.  Pretty 
soon, Bruce Canino came walking up, and I 
pointed out the model. 
 
It got me thinking about how you really needed 
*two* lines on a model to find it in the corn.  
In fact, I though I should station myself in 
the bean field, cross-range from to corn, do 
get a side view of the corn.  Thinking is good, 
as we would soon see. 
 
Bob fixed up the helicopter model for its 
second flight, and soon we were at the pad, Bob 
waving his paddle. "Pad 15 is in the queue." I 
forgot to station myself by the cornfield.  I 
could just start heading downwind.  "Pad 15 is 
go--five, four, three-two-one-Launch!"   
 
Bob and I watch the launch--pretty decent 
boost--pop--rotors out--Gee the wind has picked 
up--it's headed for the corn! 
 
I start walking to the right of the rocket (in 
retrospect, I can figure out it was right--I 
never learned the meanings of the words left 
and right as an immediate reflex; I have to 
work out which is which as a conscious 
calculation), and tell Bob to go the other way.   
 
We could tell it wasn't *far* into the corn.  
We are both smart enough to find a horizon 
landmark beyond the model, and we now have tow 
intersecting lines.  I drop a pen at the spots 
we stand where we lose sight of our horizon 
landmarks.  Bob marches forth, me watching, 
yelling left and right, always with a little 
time delay--let's see, you read from left to 
right, so... 
 
This must be 
<----LEFT 
                                    This must be 
                                    RIGHT----> 
 
Well, Bob didn't know if I meant his left, or 
if he should go left, or was too far left, or 
if I was feeding him scrambled bullshit, and I 
couldn't see him because 6 feet plus however 
many inches is still shorter than King Corn, 
even holding his hat high. 
 
A little confab, and Bob dived in again, 
throwing his hat in the air so I can see him.  
A few RIGHTS! later and Bob, covered with corn 

think of it as corn sperm and fragments of 
genitalia) emerges with his helicopter model.  
Bumbling Brothers: One. Corn: Zero.  Nyah! Nyah!  
We eat you for breakfast! 
 
Alas, we were in fifth place in Helicopter. 
 
Thursday dawned egglofter.  Bob had aspirations 
for eggloft.  This was his event.  We were 
already 2nd in static in scale, and we had an 
80% chance of placing in R&D, but those were my 
events this year.  Bob got the team started 
specifically because he knew he could place in 
eggloft in team division, and with helicopter 
shot, egg altitude was the Great Bob Hope.  We 
got out early so he could pop off a flight 
before his range duty.  This was going to be 
tricky.  Composite piston.  Weird igniters, tiny 
wires, handmade connectors, four-handed setup. 
 
I'm too crappy a storyteller to make four 
misfires, bad continuity, interruption for range 
duty, saying "to heck with the composite!" more 
bad continuity, and saying to "heck with he 
piston, let's just get a qualified flight 
consarn it!" into a good story. 
 
But with just four hours left for me to finish 
judging scale, Bob popped is model up, and 
downwind into the corn field. 
 
Both of us got good lines.  I marked both entry 
points into the corn.  We did arm-waving trig.  
We tried a cornstalk as a marking pole.  No 
luck.  I left bob with a note on the back of one 
of Jack Hagerty's cards describing the window to 
the left--er--yeah left of the center of the 
orange-tan building with the big circular window 
as seen from the 11th row of corn, and went back 
to hitch a ride back to the hotel. 
 
An hour or two later, Bob Bumbled into the 
judging room where I was finishing up A division 
craftsmanship scores.  While I judged, Bob had 
hatched a scheme.  He'd use satellites to find 
our rocket.  He fetched his GPS locator, and 
using the line I had defined, established a 
heading on his unit.  From his line, he walked 
into the corn.  Head down, to insure he didn't 
accidentally step on the egg on the way, he 
looked at his heading relative to where I lost 
sight of the model. When the right number came 
up, he looked up to start his search.  There was 
the purple Mylar parachute of our egglofter. 
 
He took it back to the returns tent, and the egg 
was intact.  Our altitude was chump-change low, 
but we had qualified in every event of the 2000-
2001 contest year.  Probably the chief reason 
that Bob could take home the Bumbling Brothers 
big garish 4th place NAR Team Champ trophy. 
 
King Corn, the Bumbling Brothers eat you for 
breakfast! 
 
Peter Alway 
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ASTRE Contacts : 
 
Alex DeMarco      462-8557       demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu 
Jeff Vincent          439-2055       jvincent@acmenet.net 
 
For Website issues: 
Mark Hutchinson 443-5278       HutchME@nyssbdc.org 
 

For the past couple years, we have held meetings in member's 
homes. The meetings are usually informal bull sessions where 
club business is discussed first, followed by either general 
"what's new," or a predetermined topic or activity. This schedule 
can change, and it is advisable to contact Alex DeMarco to find 
out about any last-minute changes.  

 
Note: ASTRE events appear in bold type. 
 
September 21 (Friday) - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent’s 

House 7:00 pm. Contact: Alex DeMarco. 

 

September 29 (Saturday) - ASTRE Open Meet - Johnstown 
NY, Events: 1/4A SRD, 1/2A BGD, 1/2A SD MR, B 
ELD. Contact:  Jeff Vincent 

 

October 19 (Friday) - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent’s 
House 7:00 pm. Contact: Alex DeMarco. 

 

October 27 (Saturday) - ASTRE Spooky Sport Launch - 
Johnstown NY,  Contact: Alex DeMarco 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Watch the ASTRE web site 

( http://www.astre471.org ) 

 

— OR — 

 

ASTRE471 on Yahoo Groups 

( http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ASTRE471 ) 

for announcements of more meetings/launches . 

 
 
 
 
 

For more NAR Northeast Region meet info, see: 
http://www.acmenet.net/~jvincent/nercb.html  

ASTRE Membership Application 

Membership Dues (check one): 
 
[  ]   Junior member - $5.00 
        (under 18) 
 
[  ]   Senior member - $10.00 
        (over 18) 
 
[  ]   Family membership - $15.00 
        Number of newsletters: 
 
Please make checks payable to 
"ASTRE". 

Name  

Address 

City 

State                                                                   Zip Code 
 
Phone                                                          Date of birth 

NAR number                                       Tripoli number 
 
                                        Send to:          ASTRE Memberships 
                                                        c/o: Eric Schadow 
                                                                1990 Upper Gregg Rd  
                                                                Schenectady NY 12306 

ASTRE 
Calendar of Events 

October 2001 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri  Sat 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19    * 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27    * 

28 29 30 31    

September 2001 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri  Sat 

      1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21    * 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29    * 

30       

mailto:HutchME@nyssbdc.org
mailto:jvincent@acmenet.net
mailto:demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu
http://www.astre471.org
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ASTRE471
http://www.acmenet.net/~jvincent/nercb.html


Jeff Vincent 
Box 523 
Slingerlands, NY 12159 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASTRE’s Next Meeting - September 21 - Friday 7 p.m. at Alex’s House 
ASTRE’s Next Launch - Saturday, September 29th 10 a.m. till 4 p.m. at Johnstown 
In This Issue - NARAM 43, Apogee Micro Motors suspended, R is for Rocket! 

How To Get To The Flying Field 
 
• From the east, take the Amsterdam exit (#27) 

off the Thruway 
• Take a right and follow Route 30 North for 

one mile. 
• Take a left at the second light after the bridge 

onto Route 5 West. 
• Follow Route 5 for three miles. Take a right 

onto Route 67.  
• Follow Route 67 for 5.5 miles. Shortly after 

passing FMCC, take a right onto the small 
road by Ed's RC shop. After one half mile you 
will see a white fence on your right. Follow the 
dirt driveway immediately prior to the fence, 
park in the parking lot and walk to the range. 
 

• For other directions, please contact us! 


